
                                           2021         

                North Brookfield Sportsmen’s Club  

                             ~ Pistol Match Details ~  
*  Timed Steel Match, gun held in loaded ready position, muzzle pointed at ground, no 

drawing from holsters. 

GUNS: .22lr or Center fire caliber pistols or revolvers, stock sights or red-dot scopes.   

  Stages consist of 5 steel targets at various distances with the stop plate being engaged 

ultimately last and stops your time for that string.   Each of the 3 stages require the shooter 

to complete 5 strings of fire.   Time is recorded for each string.   Worst or slowest time is 

tossed out with the four best times added together for a total time for that stage.  

         Minimum of FIVE magazines or speed-loaders is necessary to move things along.   

                                Bring 100rds Minimum.    9:00AM Start  -  $5 entry fee. 

***************************************************************************** 

*  Novice .22lr Tactical Match, from the loaded ready position, no drawing from holsters. 

GUNS: .22lr semi-auto pistols, stock sights or red-dot scopes.   Stages may require more than 

10 shots so must be able to reload with an extra magazine.  

                Minimum of two magazines is a must.      .22 magnums are NOT allowed! 

                                 Bring 100rds Minimum.    9:00AM Start  -  $5 entry fee. 

***************************************************************************** 

*  .22lr Steel Plate Match, randomly chosen competitors shoot against each other while 

engaging small steel knock-down targets.   First shooter to get all targets down wins that 

relay.    You shoot a minimum of 5 relays per match, win or lose.   

GUNS: .22lr semi-auto pistols, standard 10rd magazines, stock sights or red-dot scopes.  

  .22 magnums are NOT allowed!     Bring 100rds Minimum.    9:00AM Start  -  $5 entry fee.       

***************************************************************************** 

                        Please come a few minutes early for registration and match rules!   

         Eye and Ear protection must always be worn during the matches, including guests!  

            For more information about the Timed Steel Match – Call Brian, 508-320-9156 

    For more information about the Tactical or Steel Plate Match – Call Henry, 413-436-7245 


